
RALPHY’S PGR GUIDE 
 

 
So it’s time for a bit of plant growth regulation. 
 
Your lawn is now growing which is fantastic, but you are at the point where you are 
cutting it one day and then walking out the next day and feel you need to cut it again? 
We get it, we all strive for a manicured lawn and Plant Growth Regulator ( PGR ) is 
what you need to slow the growth down.  
 
PGR slows down the supply of gibberellic acid to the grass, (gibberellic acid is the 
growth hormone which is what will make the grass grow). Slowing down the supply 
not only helps slow the grass growth down, it gives the lawn a better look, by 
shortening the internodes on the stolons it makes a tighter, denser lawn. Less growth 
also means a cleaner cut each time you mow. 
 
Let’s look at a few situations where PGR is not suggested to be used. 

- Dormant Lawn 
- Lawn under stress 
- Lawn under repair  
- Lawn with disease or insect problems 

Pretty much we only suggest using Plant Growth Regulator when your lawn is healthy 
and actively growing. Using it when not in good condition can prolong recovery and 
even do more damage. 
 
Now if PGR is right for you let’s look at application. 
  
Turf Culture Astro 120 is generally what is used in the home lawn situation, and this 
is a product I sell and recommend, When we are talking 10-20mls per 100sqm 1L will 
go a long way, but there are other brands as well, and you can get Adama Marvel in 5L 
too. 
 
Let’s talk application rates. 
 
First thing we need to look at is leaf length. This is one of the main factors in working 
out how much to apply - the longer the leaf, the higher the rate you will need to apply 
to get that ideal suppression. Buffalo is an exception to that rule as buffalo is 
generally a slower grower than Couch or Kikuyu. 

 
As a guide this is what I normally recommend.   

- Couch cut at 10-15mm I apply 10-20ml per 100sqm 
- Kikuyu cut at 10-25mm I apply at 15-30ml per 100sqm 
- Buffalo cut at 15-35mm I apply at 10-15ml per 100sqm 

 
As an initial application I go at 2/3s of the desired rate, so if applying to couch at the 
10ml recommended rate, I would apply at 7mls per 100sqm for the first application 
which just eases your lawn into the PGR regime. 
 

https://www.ralphyslawnandgardensupplies.com.au/collections/plant-growth-regulator/products/turf-culture-astro-120-me-1l


 
How do you apply? 
You can only apply PGR as a foliar application, so this is with a pressure pack, either 
backpack or carry pack. In a lawn situation a flat fan foliar nozzle is best suited, so I 
stock Teejet XR nozzles - Yellow, Blue or Red will be fine. 
 
Once you make your sprayer and nozzle selection, you need to make sure your sprayer 
is calibrated. Note:- if you haven’t calibrated your sprayer before you can read my 
guide on how to do it by Clicking Here 
 
 
Can you tank mix your Plant Growth Regulator with other products? 
Yes you certainly can. I quite often put a mix out with my Plant Growth Regulator 
which helps me avoid being out with the sprayer every couple of days. 

A couple of notes on this.  
- a jar test to ensure compatibility is advised. 
- also make sure the water rates will be similar. You don’t want to add a product that 
requires a minimum of 7L of water per 100sqm when you’re only putting out 4L with 
the plant growth regulator. 
 
How often do you apply?  
Whilst most products offer advice on when to apply, PGR doesn’t. To work out when 
you need to apply again we use a Growth Degree Tracker ( GDD Tracker ), The tracker 
is used to calculate the minimum and maximum temperatures which will give you a 
number that will gradually increase up to 200. When we get to 200 that’s when we 
apply again. 
 
Easiest option 
Simon Rice, the Lawn Geek, has done a great job fine tuning a tracker in an Excel 
spreadsheet to suit our warm season grass, Original credit for the tracker goes to the 
University of Nebraska the fine-tuned tracker can be downloaded by Clicking Here 
 
Alternatively you can sign up to the Green Keeper app Click Here, which is free and 
allows you to track all the products that you use, and if set up correctly, will track 
GDD as well. I can also assist in setting this up, if needed. 
 
Quick Notes 
Plant Growth Regulator is a chemical, so normal PPE is advised to be worn. 
You can use a surfactant to help the PGR stick to the leaf. 
We don’t use Plant Growth Regulator all year round as this is something that is 

applied when lawn is actively growing. Every situation is different, so you will need to 
use your best judgment on how active your lawn to make the right call. 
Of course, if you need any more advice on Plant Growth Regulator you can contact me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ralphyslawnandgardensupplies.com.au/collections/spraying-equipment-accessories-parts/products/teejet-xr-poly-blue
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0069/7607/7909/files/Ralphy_s_Spraying_and_Calibration_Guide.pdf?1461
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0069/7607/7909/files/SR_PGR-GDD-Tracker-International-Warm-Season_V2019.xls?1531
https://www.greenkeeperapp.com/marketing/


Photo Description 
Below we have a photo of 2 stolons the one on the left hasn’t been treated with Plant 
Growth Regulator the one on the right has. This gives the best visual look of what PGR 
does. By not only slowing the growth of the leaf but also slows the growth of the 
stolons, you can see how the internodes on the stolens become much closer together. 
Giving you that tighter looking lawn. How cool is that! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Credit Nathan Doust for the great photo 
 
 
Final Thought 
Plant Growth Regulator is a fantastic bit of kit in any lawn addict’s cupboard, the 

saying why feed your lawn so much just to use plant growth regulator and slow it 
down isn’t true. This is not why we use Plant Growth Regulator but although do 
understand why the thought is there. We use Plant Growth Regulator to give ourselves 
the healthiest lawn possible. Plant Growth Regulator is one of the best turf 
management tools to help keep a tightly manicured lawn. The rule of never cut off 
more than 1/3 of the grass is very vital. Especially for those who are cutting 10mm 
and under it doesn’t take long for that 1/3 to grow. The Plant Growth Regulator is a 
massive help here and to also help us minimise clipping especially when some recycle 
the clipping back into the soil. Again if you need any more advise don’t hesitate to 
shout ask. 


